Android 9 google assistant remove

Remove google assistant.
If you are an Android user, you will definitely have come across Google Assistant. While the assistant can be really helpful when used properly, there are several scenarios where it can be bottom-line annoying. This usually happens when the assistant is triggered or activated randomly when it is not required due to the activation gestures, or “Hey,
Google” commands. On top of that, the assistant can also, at times, get activated without any reason. As such, disabling Google Assistant seems to be the only logical solution to this repetitive annoyance.Google AssistantAs it turns out, the usefulness of the assistant cannot be questioned as it can help you automate your home along with many more
things. However, there are also privacy concerns that can linger in one’s mind. These concerns can be justified pretty easily as Google Assistant needs to be listening to your microphone in order to catch any commands that might be directed to it. However, the continuous listening of the microphone by Google Assistant is not something that everyone
appreciates, and for good reason. Despite whatever reason that you may have, turning off Google Assistant is really simple and you can get it done via a few simple instructions. With that said, let us get started and show you how to turn off Google Assistant without any further delay. Turn off Google Assistant on Android PhonesGoogle Assistant is a
service that you cannot remove from your phone as it cannot be uninstalled. However, you can disable the feature via the Google app on your device. This is pretty simple to do, follow the instructions down below:First of all, open up the Google app on your phone.Once the app is open, tap on your profile icon at the top right corner.Tapping the Profile
IconFrom the menu that appears, choose the Settings option provided. In case you don’t see a Settings option, close the menu by tapping outside of it.After that, at the bottom right corner, tap on the More (three dots) option provided.Navigating to More MenuThere, you should be able to see the Settings option. Tap on it to navigate to
Settings.Navigating to SettingsOnce you are in the Settings menu, tap on the Google Assistant option provided.Navigating to Google Assistant SettingsWith that done, go down and locate the General option and then tap on it.Navigating to General SettingsFinally, once you are in the General settings, tap on the slider provided next to Google Assistant
to turn it off.Turning off Google AssistantTurn off Hey, Google CommandsIn case you don’t want to turn off Google Assistant completely but would rather turn off the voice commands, you can do so pretty easily. In addition to that, Google also has a voice typing feature that allows you to type with your voice instead of using your hands in case you are
occupied. To disable Hey Google commands, follow the instructions given down below:To start off, navigate to the Settings menu as instructed above.Navigating to SettingsThere, tap on the Google Assistant option.Navigating to Google Assistant SettingsNow, once in the Google Assistant menu, tap on the Hey Google & Voice Match option provided at
the top.Navigating to Hey Google SettingsTap the slider provided next to Hey Google to turn it off.Disabling Hey Google CommandsWith that done, the voice commands should be disabled and Google Assistant will no longer be listening to your microphone. Turn off Google Assistant on Google Smart DevicesIn case you are using a Google Smart
device at home which can include devices like Google Home or Nest, Google Assistant is included in that too, obviously. As it turns out, there is no way you can turn off Google Assistant on Google smart devices because the assistant is a core part of the device. In such a scenario, what you can do is mute the microphone so that the assistant does not
listen to the conversation and ultimately, does not activate itself. Muting the microphone should be fairly simple, look for the microphone button on your device and then press it to mute your mic. This is usually located on the back of devices such as Google Home or Nest. In the case of Google Home Mini or Nest Mini, you will find the mute button
next to the power cord of your device. Google Assistant is probably one of the most evolved virtual assistants available in the market. Whether be it finding the best restaurant near you or finding flight tickets, the Google Assistant comes in handy on many occasions. However, there are times when it can be a real nuisance. The Google Assistant can
pop up when you least expect it and spoils the whole work environment. Furthermore, there could be some instances when your Google Assistant bothers you in between your favourite TV show on your Smart TV or your Android smartphone when you are doing some work. That’s why many prefer to disable Google Assistant. But, can you? Yes, there
are certain ways through which you can turn off Google Assitant on your Android smartphone, Smart TV or Chromebooks. In this article, we are going to talk in detail about several ways through which you can disable it. So, let’s begin. Also Read: Google Assistant for PC: How to Get Google Assistant on Windows 10, macOS Laptops How to Turn off
Google Assistant on Android You can easily turn off Google Assistant on your Android smartphone. The company has given you an option to completely disable Google Assistant on mobile. So, without wasting your time, here’s how to turn off Google Assistant on any Android device: Open the Google application on your smartphone or tablet. Tap on the
Profile picture at the top-right corner. Once done, tap on Settings. You will see the Google Assistant option in the Settings menu. Just tap on it and you will be taken to Google Assistant settings. Now, simply tap on the General option and tap on the slider next to the Google Assistant to toggle it off. You will see a pop-up notification for turning off
Google Assistant. Tap on Turn Off and your Google Assistant will be disabled on your Android tablet or smartphone. However, if you change your mind and want to enable the assistant again, you can simply follow the above-mentioned steps and toggle it on. Also Read: Google Search Dark Mode: How to Enable the Dark Theme for Google Search on
PC and Smartphone How to Turn off Google Assistant on Android Smart TV Sadly, there is no direct way through which you can turn off Google Assistant on a Smart TV. Unlike Android smartphones, there are no dedicated settings for Google Assistant. However, you can still disable it to a certain extend. Here’s how: Open the Settings on your
Android Smart TV and then go to Advanced Settings. There you need to go to Apps and then click on System apps. Search for Google application there and click on it. Scroll down and go to Permissions. From there you need to disable the microphone function. With this, Google Assistant will not be able to use the microphone present on your Smart TV
remote. Even if you press it, it will ask to enable the feature. You can click on Deny and don’t ask again for the option to disable the microphone access to Google Assistant. However, if you want to turn it back on, you can follow the above-mentioned steps and then toggle the microphone access on so that your Google Assistant can start working again.
Also Read: Delete Google Account: How to Remove Google or Gmail Account from an Android Mobile Phone? How to Turn off Google Assistant on Chromebook If you have a Chromebook and you want to disable Google Assistant, you need to follow these steps: Click on the Time section of the status bar and then click on Settings. Scroll down and click
on the Search and Assistant label. There you will find the Google Assistant option right below the Preferred search engine. Click on it. All you need to do is Toggle the setting off and the Google Assistant will stop working on your Chromebook. Thanks for reading till the end of this article. For more such informative and exclusive tech content, like our
Facebook page Google Assistant has become an integral part of our everyday lives. You can use it in almost any situation, and it continues to learn new skills. It can schedule your tasks, play your favorite music, control your smart home devices, and even answer any weird questions you might have. However, it also has the peculiar habit of popping
up for no reason. To solve this, your best option is to shut it down completely. Here’s how to turn off this digital helper. Read more: Here’s how to fix Google Assistant when it’s not working Editor’s note: All instructions in this article were put together using a Pixel 4a with 5G running Android 12. Remember, the steps might be slightly different if you
use other hardware or software. How to turn off Google AssistantEdgar Cervantes / Android AuthorityShutting this feature down is a breeze, but the right menu can be challenging to find since Google tucked it away somewhat deep in its settings. Below are the step-by-step instructions you’ll need to follow. Open the Google app. Tap on your profile

image in the top-right corner. Select Settings. Tap Google Assistant. Hit General. Toggle the slider next to Google Assistant, and you’re done. Of course, if you want to turn your assistant back on, you follow almost all of the same steps. However, you’ll have to flip the toggle in the opposite direction once you reach step six. More: The best Google
Assistant commands How to turn off ‘Hey, Google’ voice commandsRobert Triggs / Android AuthorityIf you don’t want Google constantly listening for you to say “Hey, Google” or “OK, Google,” there’s also a way to turn off that feature without turning off the service altogether. Follow the steps below to find out how it’s done. Open the Google app. Tap
on your profile image in the top-right corner. Select Settings. Tap Google Assistant. Select Hey Google & Voice Match. Toggle Hey Google off. Here: Google Assistant vs. Amazon Alexa FAQs Do I need Google Assistant?Not necessarily, but Google Assistant is good to have, even if you won’t use it. You can ignore the existence of Google Assistant on
your phone, and it won’t bother you unless you say OK, Google, or Hey, Google. Having Google Assistant turned on entails Google listening to you at all times, though, which we know many of you dislike the idea of. Are there alternatives to Google Assistant?The most popular Google Assistant competitors are Amazon Alexa and Apple’s Siri. Of course,
you can only use the latter with Apple devices, so the only true direct competitor is Alexa. What can I do with Google Assistant?Google Assistant can do a lot! You can ask for general information, request news summaries, ask it to solve mathematical problems, ask for recipes, control your smart home devices, find your phone, make calls, broadcast
messages to other Google Assistant speakers, and much, much more. Learn more about what you can do here.
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